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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Interactions of a 14 kDa &alactoside binding animal lectin with its ligands and its role 
in cell-matrix adhesion by V. Radha 
Research supervisor: Prof. S .  K. Poddar 
Department: Biochemistry 

1. Introduction 

Galectins are a family of pgalactoside-binding animal lectins. Those proteins which bind to p 
galactoside sugars, and have considerable homology in their carbohydrate-binding domains are 
classified as galectins. They have been further subclassified as galectin-1, -2, etc. depending 
upon their molecular weights and sequence identity.' Galectin-1 is the protein of our interest. It 
is a dimer with a subunit molecular weight of 14 kDa. 

Galectin-1 has all the typical characteristics of a cytosolic protein.2 The implicated func- 
tions of this protein include roles in immune modulations,". cell-growth inhibiti~n,~ cell- 
matrix interactionsh and apoptosis.7 To mediate these functions galectin has to be present in the 
extracellular environment. Indeed, extemalization of galectin-1 by a novel secretory mecha- 
nism has been shown in muscle cells by Cooper et al.' 

To mediate its implicated functions, galectin once in the extracellular environment binds to 
carbohydrate structures. Though qualitative studies have been done on the sugar-binding speci- 
ficity of galectin-1, quantitative studies have not been carried out. Detailed,analyses of the cell- 
binding specificity have also not been carried out. The first step towards understanding better 
the functions of the protein would be to understand the nature of its interactions with its 
ligands. One of the major implicated functions of galectin-l is its role in cell-matrix interac- 
tions. It has been shown by many researchers that galectin-1 mediates this function by binding 
to one of the important extracellular matrix glycoprotein, laminin. Depending upon the cell 
type, galectin-1 has been shown to either promote or inhibit laminin-mediated cell adhe~ion.~. 
However, the molecular mechanism by which galectin brings about the same is not clearly 
understood. Considering these facts we have attempted to answer the following questions: 
What is the nature and specificity of interaction of galectin-1 to simple sugar ligands, and how 
does this compare in its interactions with complex ligands like cell-surface receptors? What is 
the mechanism of trimolecular interaction between galectin-1, its specific cell surface recep- 
tors(~) and laminin? What is the nature of endogenous receptors of galectin on the spleen cell 
surface? 

2. Experimental and discussion 

To achieve these objectives, we have purified and characterized a 14-kDa galectin (L-14) from 
sheep spleen. We have for the first time reported affinity and thermodynamic parameters for 
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the binding of L-14 to simple sugars.'0 The single-site binding conslants of various s u g m  for 
the lectin are observed in the following order: N-acetyllactosarn~ne > thiodigalactosidc> 
lactose z methyl-a-galactose > rnelhyl-pgalactose. Reactions were essentially enthalpically 
driver] with the binding enthalpies ranging from -53.8 kJlmol for thiodignlactoside at 301 K to 
-2.2 kJ/mol For galactose at 300 K indicating that hydrogen bonding and van der Waals inter- 
actions p~ovide major stabrlization for these reactions. The binding of L-I4 ro splenocytes 
shows that there are two classes of binding siles on the cells for the lectin. A high-afSinity site 
with a K,, ranging from 1.1 x 10"o 5.1 x lo5M and a low-affinity binding site with a K ,  
ranging from 7.7 x lo4 to 3.4 x 10' m?. The number of receptors per cell for the high- and 
low-affinity sites are 9 (+3) x 10%ru,d 2.5 (rt0.5) x lo6, rcspcctively. The ternperaturc depend- 
ence of the K value yielded the thermodynamic parameters. The energetics of this intoraction 
shows that though this interaction is esscntially enthalpically driven ( A H -  ?lkJlmol) for thc 
high-affinity sites, there is a very hol-able entropy contribution to the free energy of this in- 
teraction (-TAS -17.5 kJlmol) suggesting that hydrophobic interactions may bc playing a role 
in this interaction. To check the specilicily o l  binding between L-14 and splenocytes, the bind- 
ing was carried out in the presence of lactose. The observed inhibition of hinding was only 
20%. whereas the glycoprolein asialofeluin broughl about a 75% inhibition, suggesting that 
complex carbohydrate structures are involved in the binding of L-I4 to splenocytes. To gain 
insight into one or the rnajor iniplicated functions of L-14, namely, its role in ccll-matrix adhe- 
sion, the effect of laminin on the binding of L-14 to splcnocytes has bcen studied. I.aminin 
enhanced the binding of L-14 to splenocytes by about 4008. L-14 also mediated the adhesion 
of splenocytes to laminin Laminin alone was unable to bind to splenocytes or to promotc ad- 
hesion. L-14 is a dimeric nlolecule and our data suggest that the dimeric lectin brings about 
enhanced binding and adhcsion of splcnocytes to the extracellular matrix glycoprotein laminin, 
by acting as a bridge between a laminin-L-14 complex and the splenocytes. Our studies sug- 
gest a role for L-14 in ccll-matrix interactionq. It is of interest, therefore, to find out the nature 
of endogenous l~gands on splenocytes for L-14, though the binding of which L-14 could me- 
diate its functions. There are five proteins in the membrane fraction of shcep spleen cells that 
bind to an L-14-Sepharose 4B column and the molecular we~ghts of Lhese proteins range from 
55 lo 272 m a .  Carbohydrate staining shows that two of these proteins range from 55 to 275 
kDa. Carbohydrate staining shows that two of these proteins of nmlecular weights 275 and 55 
kDa are glycosylated proteins. The specificity of the isolated proteins was checked hy a ligand 
blot, where the proteins of mol. wt. 275, 170 aud 78 kDa were specifically bound to L-14. 
These results indicate that more than one kind of protrin on the surface of splcnocytes bind to 
L-14 showing the heterogeneous nature of receptors for L-14. 
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Numeric protection relaysmultiprocessor-based hardware and software schemes by G. 
N. Ralhna 
Research aupervisors: Profs K. Parthasarathy, V. Rajaraman and S. K. Nandy 
Department: Electrical Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Protective devices are an integral part of power systems. Protective relaying community is 
striving to meet the demand of modem high-voltage and extra high-voltage (EHV) systems. 
Developments in protection techniques should keep pace with the developments in primary 
system so as to provide reliable and high-speed clearance of faults. Being an important integral 
part of the power system, the protection system should not only be reliable, sensitive and selec- 
tive but also accurate and fast. Further, as the power system grows in size and complexily, pro- 
tection techniques and the hardware employed for realizing the protection functions should he 
constantly updated to achieve higher functional reliability. Factors such as size, cost and power 
consumption of recent processors have come down drastically and the speed of computation 
has considerably increased in recent years. Multiprocessor-based hardware platforms have 
opened up scope for developing advanced numeric relays. This work addresses issues concem- 
ing the development of high-performance hardware schemes for numeric relay designs. The 
multiprocessor architecture proposed performs various numeric relaying functions such as 
digital filtering, numeric relaying algorithms, relay settings, relay logic, digital input/output 
(110) and other control operations to synchronize the operations of distributed processors. 
Based on the proposed multiprocessor architecture,' comprehensive integrated protection 
schemes for railway trahion systems have been developed. The proposed architecture is ex- 
tended for developing a multizone polyphase parallelogram distance relay along with accurate 
fault-locating algorithms for transmission lines. An integrated protection scheme for protection 
of AC motors has also been developed. 

2. Evaluation of power-system algorithms 

A detailed evaluation of significant signal-processing algorithms for power system protection 
has been canied out under simulated conditions of transient test data. The data (waveforms) 
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are computed using electromagnetic transient package (EMTP) for various line lengths and 
fault conditions. The transient signals generated from EMTP represent near-realistic conditions 
to which numeric relay would be subjected to in the field. The signals are bandlimited by an 
anti-aliasing filter prior to sampling. Digital filters are used to filter the harmonics in the sam- 
pled data and higher sampling rates (of the order of 5 W z )  are used to minimize the delay in 
digital filtering. Digital filters have advantages of precision, time invariance, flexibility and 
shorter group delay. The software-based implementation of digital filters considered in this 
work, viz. infinite impulse response (IIR) and finite impulse response (FIR) have opened scope 
for improving the performance of digital relaying algorithms. Based on critical evaluation of 
various algorithms, it is seen that differential algorithm has fast and accurate convergence to 
the fault value, whereas the mean square error minimization algorithm introduces least errors 
for saturated signals and also has faster tripping time during severe short-circuit conditions. 
Thus, these two algorithms in parallel enhance the reliability of the numeric relay. This work 
discusses the implementation of the above two algorithms in parallel which ensures fault detec- 
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tion within a cycle, comprising filter delay, computation of the algorithm and consistency 
check of the fault for three samples. 

The parallel architecture proposed for numeric protection comprises four processors in 
master-slave configuration (Fig. 1). The front-end master processor petforms IIR/FIR digital 
filtering using the sampled data available after signal conditioning. The master processor also 
coordinates the overall supervisory operations. For integrated protection, two of the slave 
processors run the numeric relaying algorithms in parallel and the other slave processor runs 
the relay logic. The proposed multiprocessor architecture has been realized using DSP and 
transputer-based hardware schemes. 

A comprehensive numeric protection scheme for 25-kV ac railway traction application has 
been evaluated on the proposed hardware schemes. This provides single-phase distance protec- 
tion, detection of wrong phase coupling, power transformer (PT) fuse-failure detection, differ- 
ential protection for traction feeder transformer, backup over current protection for the feeder 
transformer as well as 25-kV overhead lines, second harmonic restraint and Al feature to selec- 
tively discriminate the fault current during high-resistance faults. The protection also blocks 
the relay operation during overload conditions. The relaying software also supports high-set 
instantaneous tripping against large fault currents during close-in faults. The algorithms have 
been developed for implementing two types of relay characteristics with multizone features, 
viz. one having parallelogram characteristic and the other circular mho and offset mho-type 
characteristics for distance protection. 

For implementing polyphase distance-relaying schemes, which have high-speed computa- 
tional requirement, one of the slave processors computes phase-to-phase fault while another 
slave processor computes phase-to-ground fault. The third slave processor performs directional 
measurement and fault-location functions. The numeric relaying algorithms is capable of de- 
tecting phase-to-phase faults and phase-to-ground faults. The algorithm also functions as a 
fault locator. Negative sequence current is used to detect open conductor situation in a trans- 
mission line or to detect any unbalanced fault occurring duling a power swing blocking.' A 
multizone relay with parallelogram characteristic is used for distance protection. The reach 
along R and X axis can be independently set depending upon the system operating conditions. 
Four zones of protection are provided. Zones-1 and -2 have directional parallelogram charac- 
teristics while Zone-3 provides back-up protection for nearby reverse faults (non-directional). 
Zone-4 is for power-swing detection and blocking. This relay is found to ensure fault detection 
within a cycle for Zone-1 faults. Fault-locating algorithms based on Eriksson's method3 and 
Zamora's method4 are considered for evaluation. The Eriksson's method uses the sending end- 
fault currents, prefault voltages, currents and equivalent source impedances. Zarnora's method 
uses both sending and receiving end faults, prefault voltages to detect the fault location. This 
approach is independent of fault currents, prefault currents, fault type, and fault resistance. 
Based on Eriksson's approach, the algorithm has been extended to consider all the parallel 
power corridors across the line under consideration. 

An integrated scheme for three-phase induction and synchronous motor protection have 
been proposed on multiprocessor-based hardware schemes. The relaying algorithm performs 
the protection functions such as overvoltage, undervoltage, overload, unbalanced load, pro- 
longed starting, blocked rotor, start-on phase reversal and single phasing conditions. Transient 
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models of induction and synchronous motors have been developed for interfacing with an 
EMTP program. These models help to simulate three-phase voltage and current wave iorms 
during staaing of motors, single-phasing conditions, all types of faults as well as loadiug and 
overloading conditions. These abnormalities are simulated to analyze the performance of the 
proposed integrated motor protection schemes by offline simulation of relaying signals using 
the PCIAT-based dynamic relay test bench. 

Electric arc furnaces are widely used in steel industries, but they cause voltage flicker and 
introduce harmonics into the system. The proposed hardware is extended for measuring the 
power quality of tlansient signal such as flicker severity, unbalances. harmonics, etc. One of 
the processors compute relative voltage changes using moving average filter. demodulates the 
signal by squaring demodulator, filters the signal to suppress the noise to retain flicker fre- 
quencies, and performs statistical evaluation. The computation of unbalances, harmonics, and 
other functions are mapped onto other processors. Flicker meter performance is evaluated us- 
ing transient data obtained from EMTP studies. 

The performance of the proposed digital numeric protection has been evaluated using 
PCIAT-based dynamic relay test bench. The bench performs both steady state and dynamic 
tests on protective relays. The test procedure simulates realistic three-phase relaying signals 
and monitors relay operation. The evaluation results have clearly demonstrated the efficacy of 
the proposed multiprocessor hardware schemes for numeric relaying applications. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

High-voltage trimming of polymer thick film resistors by Y. Srinivasa Rao 
Research supervisor: Prof. M. Satyam 
Department: Electrical Communication Engineering 

I. Introduction 

Trimming of resistors is a well-known process in the mannfacmre of resistors in hybrid circuits 
using thick-film technology. One of the trimming techniques that has been used is based 
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on the application of high-voltage pulses. This technique has been applied, so far, to frit glass- 
based thick-film resistors. Cumently, polymer-bascd pastes are used to fabricate resistors for 
cconomic reasons. Thesc resistors are generally trimmed by laser or nbrasrve trimming.'. The 
possihility of trimming these resistors using high-voltage pulscs has been investigated in this 
work. 

2. Experimental work 

2.1. Resistor fahricuiion 

Polymer paste containing PVC and graphite has been prepared by first dissolving PVC gran- 
ules in cyclohcxanone and then blending graphite into it. This paste has been used for printing 
resistors on alumina subsh-ates with a screen printer supplied by DeHaart (Massachusetts, 
USA, modcl SP-SA-05). These printed resistors are processed using the usual thick film proc- 
essing of polymer-based films. The heat-treatment involves drying at room temperalure For 15 
minutes, followed by curing at 100°C for 4 hours. The thickness of the cured samples is found 
to be in h e  range of 40 to i50 rnicrons.14 

2.2. Electrical measuremeno 

The sct-up used to apply high-voltage pulses to the resistors is based on the one described by 
De ~ a c y '  (Fig. 1). It consists of a high-voltage changeover relay. a transformer, a vanac, and a 
function generator. The amplitude of the pulscs is controlled through the variac. The pulse du- 
ration and the number of pulses are controlled by the function generator and high-voltage 
changeover relay. 

The value of resistance of each of these resistors is measured through voltage-cun-ent char- 
acteristics for both ac and dc. In the case of pulse measurements, the resistance is rneasnred 
directly after it is subjected to high-voltage pulses. Typical voltagbcurrent and voltagc- 
resistance (V-R) characteristics are given in Figs 2 and 3. All the measurements were carried 
out with instruments having an accuracy greater than 1%. 
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Frc. 2. DC voltage-cumem characteriitics of polymer FIG 3 Varmon olno~millued rrstrtance with nwnbcr 
thick-film rmistor. olpulier ibr dlflarcnt pulse du~allom. 

3. High-voltage effects in polymer thick-film resistors 

Lt has been found that in all the cases mentioned abovc, resistancc decreases if the applied volt- 
age is abovk a ccrtain threshold value. The change in resistance for different parameters of the 
voltage and voltage pulses (pulse arnplitudc, pulse width and number of pulses) has been 
measured and found that the resistance decreases with increase ~n amplitudc of dc and ac volt- 
ages or pulse amplitude, pulse width and thc number of pulses. With increase in number of 
pulses, it is found that resistance decreases initially rather steeply and then stabilizes (slow 
decrease). 

Thesc investigations have been canicd out on samples prepared with different composi- 
tions of PVC and gmphitc, in the range of 60% lo 90% by weight and with different grain sizes 
i n  the range of 10 lo 70 microns. In all cases, resistancc dccreases with the application of high- 
voltage stimuli. 

Experiments have been designed to understand the mechanrsm responslblc for this decrease 
in resistance (downward llimming) with high-voltage stimuli. It haa been concluded that di- 
electrophoretic forces arising between graphite grains with the application of high vollagcs are 
responsible for the downward trimming. Assuming a model for the structurc of composite In 
terms of graphite chains and cavities drspersed in PVC, it has been possible to explain both 
qualitativcly and, to some extent, quantitatively the variation of change in resistance with ap- 
plied high-voltage stimuli. 

The effect of dow~~u~ard trimming on impoltant electrical characteristics of polymer thick- 
film resistors, namely, current noise and temperature coefficient o l  resistance have been 
investigated. It has been found that the currenl noise decreases after trimming which is 
attributed to decrease in resistance of resistors after trimming. Variation in the temperatnrc 
cocfficient of resistance also has been explained based on the mechanism responsible for trim- 
ming. 
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4. Conclusions 

It may be rcalised that this high-voltage trimming produces structural changes uniformly 
throughout the body of the reslstor unlike other trimming techniques. Therefore, it is free from 
prohlems like cun-cnl crowding and hot spots. Further, this appears to be highly suitable for 
trimming embedded resistors as the technique does not call for any heating or bombardment by 
abrasive. It just involves the application of voltage between the ternlinals of the resistors. In 
this technique, it appears that only downward trimming is possible and further investigation is 
nceded to aftect upward trimming. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Studies on the dynamics and control of smart  laminated composite beams and plates by 
Bishekh Bhaltacharya 
Research supervisors: Profs M. Sectbarama Bhat and A. V. Krishna Murthy 
Department: Aerospace Engineering 

1. Introduction 

A broad survey of developments on smart materials and structures' has defined three very gen- 
eral characteristics of such structures, (a) with a definitive purpose, (b) with means and impera- 
tive to achieve that purpose, and (c) a biological partem of functioning. In terms of cngineer- 
ing. this requires a structure containing distrihuted actuators and sensors embedded or surface- 
bonded with the host smcture and a controller to achieve objectives like vibration suppression 
or shape control. The present work is limited to the first objective of vibration suppression for 
a class of structures generally known as laminated composite beams and plates. The research in 
this direction has st'drted dmost two decades g o  irom the seminal work of Crawley and ~ u i s . '  
In this work, a static model of an isotropic beam with emheddedsurface-bonded piezoelectric 
layers is developed. Sincc then, cnormous ramification, in ihe form of modelling more com- 
plex interactions between smart and host layer using different smaa materials, has taken place. 
Research was done on tbe folbiwing aspects by us. 
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e Development of a new modelling scheme augmenting actuating swain to the structural 
strain and using variational principle to formulate the equation of motion. This method is 
applied to develop beam models based on simple Euler-Bernoulli equation to more com- 
plex models incorporating the effects of shear deformation, large deformation, rotary iner- 
tia and coupling of in- and out-of-plane motions. 

Numerical simulations of the dynamic behaviour of different laminated composite beams 
with various ply lay-ups, smart lamina location and control grain using a typical smart ma- 
terial (magnetostrictive material). Results correspondin,o to different   nod el ling schemes are 
obtained and compared. 

For finite-element analysis of plate structures, a 38-DOF high-precision plate element is 
developed and for computational efficiency the same element is condensed dynamically to 
form an 18-DOF element. Numerical simulation of vibration response of platcs with differ- 
ent geometric configurations and boundary conditions are carried out and the results are 
compared with the existing elements. Finally, a smart 38-DOF plate element is developed 
based on this passive element. The new element is employed to evaluate the dynamic re- 
sponse of laminated plate with different types of patches of smart layer. 

0 A scheme of placement of sensors and actuators is developed and a rcalistic design of con- 
troller based on output feedback is presented. 

2. ModeUing and analysis of smart laminated composite beams 

Ln this study, the interaction mechanism between smart and host composite laminate is mod- 
elled based on different displacement fields. A typical model of laminated composite beam 
with smart layers is shown in Fig. 1. 

The beam may consist of several composite laminae, and in some of the layers. smart 
patches of piezoelectric or magnetostrictive materials are placed very closely so that, although 
discrete, for all practical purposes they may be assumed as a continuous s m m  layer. The total 
strain in any layer of the beam consists of two parts; the elastic strain E,, given by E,,, = 61 ' -  vv" 
(+ higher order terms, for models which incorporate the effect of shear deformation); ('i' de- 
notes spatial differentiation) and the active strain EL, present only in the active layer. Thus, 
the strain in any layer can, generally be written as 

where, 6, is the Kronecker's delta and its value is 1 when i = a, i.e. for active layer and is zero 
for other layers. 

Models are developed for two types of composite laminate--symmetric and unsymmetric. 
In the Frst case, the smart layer effects predominantly the transverse vibration whereas in 
the second it can control both transverse and longitudinal vibrations. For u n s y m m e ~ c  
laminate, starting from a simple Euler-Bernoulli model, more complex models including the 
effect of shear deformation and rotary inertia are considered. These models are classified as 
CBT, CBT-C, HOST-1 and HOST-2, respectively. CBT is based on classical beam theory on 
pure transverse vibration, while CBT-C takes into account the coupling of in- and out-of-plane 
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vibrations. HOST-1 contains higher order-terms in the assumed in-plane displacement field, 
whereas HOST-2 includes similar terms only for lransverse displacement. HOST-3 is the most 
generalised model which includes higher-order terms corresponding to both in- and out-of- 
plane displacement fields. 

A comparative study of the vibl-ation parameters like frequency, damping ratio and settling 
time corresponding to these models is carried out. I1 is observed, that, in general, the CBT 
overestimates the frequency and damping of the beam. However, the difference in estimation 
varies remarkably with the change in span-to-thickness ratio (slenderness ratio) of the lami- 
nated beam. Typically, at the slenderness ratio (11) = 25, the frequency estimation of CBT dif- 
fers from the generalised model HOST-3 by 14.496, whereas at 11 = 50, the difference is only 
7.67%. The difference between the frequency estimation of CBT and HOST-3 is more promi- 
nent in higher-order modes. Thus, for the same 11 = 25, the difference is 22.51 % for the second 
mode and 35.10% for the third mode. A conclusion taken from the numelical simulation is that 
for slenderness ratio 7, below 50, consideration of the higher-order model is essential for accu- 
rate estimation of frequency and damping of the beam. Also, it is found that in most of the 
simulation studies, HOST9 and HOST-2 give closely matching results. This implies that the 
consideration of higher-order terms for out-of-plane displacement is more important for the 
present cases. 

Albeit analytical solutions are very useful for getting insight of the system behaviour, un- 
fortunately closed-form solutions are not obtainable in many cases due to structural and geo- 
metric complexities. A smart 6 DOE beam element is developed to enable consideration of 
various boundary conditions and complex geometries. The stiffness, mass and damping matri- 
ces corresponding to this element are obtained in closed form, which has made it computation- 
ally efficient. The perfonnance of the finite-element analysis is compared to that of the analyti- 
cal results for a simply supported composite laminate. It is found that the differences in 
damped frequency estimations between FEM and analytical method are 0.034% for the first 
mode, 0.46% for the second, 2.04% for the third and 11.91% for the fourth mode of vibration. 
The finite-element model has subdivided the beam into 12 elements for this analysis. It is ob- 
served that further mesh refinement reduces the difference between the higher frequencies ob- 
tained by finite-element analysis and analytical solution. 

3. Modelling and analysis of laminated composite plates 

This study is carried out in three phases. In the first phase, a 38 DOF high-precision finite ele- 
ment is developed. The transverse displacement is represented by a quintic polynomial series 
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and the inplane displacement by a cubic polynomial series. The element configuration is given 
in Fig. 2. 

In each element, three field displacements u, v (inplane displacements) and rr' (transverse 
displacement) are considered along x, y and z directions, respectively. Nodal DOF chosen are 
grouped into three vectors as, 

( 6 )  = ({u)', (WT, WT} 
where 

WT= {u,, u .TI, Uyl. U2 ,...., Uy3. u ~ ) I O ~ I  

t v ~ ' = ~ " , , v , , , v > l , v ?  ,...., " i 3 , v < ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~  

( w ) ~ =  {WI, WII, wyli wxl,  wol, wwl, w?,. ..., wm3)18x l 

To make this element more computationally attractive, in the second phase, the element 
DOF is reduced through dynamic condensation and a new 18-DOF element is formed. Finally, 
in the third phase, a new 38-DOF high-precision smart element is formed. In this element, the 
effect of discretely distributed actuators and sensors is incorporated. 

Numerical simulations are carried out for laminated plates with various gcometric and 
boundary conditions, using finite elements. The performance of present clemenis is compared 
to existing elements on the basis of frequency estimation. In case of a cantilever swept com- 
posite plate, for example, the non-dimensional frequency parameter corresponding to n ply 
sequence [152101, is 1.99 in Lee's method and 1.90 in the present method. Although the active 
DOF are 216 in the present method and 224 in Lee's method, the computational time is found 
to be three times faster in the present method due to the use of closed-form expression. 

A smart plate element is used for finding vibration response of laminated plates with vari- 
ous complex boundary conditions. In a typical example, a clamped circular plate with a patch- 
ing of smart layer is chosen for simulation. It is found that settling time for vibration supprcs- 
sion changes drastically when the coverage is increased from 0 to 25%, moderately from 25 to 
50% and very little onwards. The simulation indicates that a good scopt: of patch optimization 
is possible using the present element for such typical cases. 

4. Placement of actuatoxdsensors and design of controller 

In the last course of study, two relatively new issues of smart structural control are addressed. 
These are: (a) placement of smart achlators and sensors on laminated composite beams, and (h) 
design of a realistic controller for smart stmctural system. Constant gain velocity feedback 
controller, chosen in earlier studies, was for the advantage of gaining unconditional stability. 
However, in this phase of research, a more realistic output feedback controller is chosen. The 
placement of sensors and actuator patches is carried out on the basis of evaluating the control- 
la&& and ohservability grammian. The intersection space of these two grammians is found 
out and a modal projection of the intersection subspace is used for the goodness measure of the 
particular location. 

I n  a numerical study, a smart laminated composite canitilever beam (whose FEM model is 
already developed in the first phase of research) is considered. The beam consists of 12 ele- 
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ments. For controlling the first four modes of this beam, three actuator patches and six sensor 
patches are to be chosen out of 12 available patch positions. The elements are numbered as 
1.. . I2 starting from the fixed end. All the possible combinations of actuator and sensor patches 
are studied and the goodness measure corresponding to the first four modes are obtained. It is 
found that the actuator set 1, 2 , 4  and the sensor set 1, 2.4, 7, 8, 10 are the best placement posi- 
tions. A low-order output feedback control algorithm developed by ~ s t h a n a ~  is applied for the 
same beam. The controller is found to achieve damping corresponding to the first three modes 
as 24.47%, 17.49% and 21.53%, respectively, which shows rich potential of designing practi- 
cal controllers based on this principle. 

4. Conclusions 

The usefulness of the basic approach of augmenting actuation energy with the strain and ki- 
netic energy of the structure is stressed. Various beam and plate vibration models based on this 
principle are successfully simulated and interesting insights into the zone of applicability of 
each model are obtained. The method of actuator and sensor placement and controller design 
may also guide to the design of efficient and practically implementable controllers for smart 
structures. 
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Turbulent free convection over horizontal surfaces by S. Ananda Theerthan 
Research supervisor: Prof. J. H. Arakeri 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

1. Introduction 

This work deals with turbulent-free convection in a horizontal fluid layer above a heated sur- 
face. This type of convective flow is encountered in many industrial and natural situations. 
Examples include solar collector, the solidification process in metal casting, crystal growth, 
earth's mantle convection and convection in the earth's atmosphere, and evaporative cooling 
driven by natural convection. 

Free convection over a horizontal sulface or between two horizontal surfaces, kept one 
above the other, is more complicated than flow adjacent to a heated vertical surface where 



there IS a preferred direction of motion. In contr:rst, st111 lluid nhow a he;tted hor~/i~nt;d surfice 
will tmnsmit heat solely by conduct~on until buoyancy I'olce ovcsct~i~c thc difihsicm of heat 
and viscous effects. When motirm is sel up, wanir fluid asccnds tlir~1ug11 thc d c n s ~ r  surrounding 
flu~d while the denser i lud  desceuds aimullaneously. This typc <]I' moticul has in if Inore corn- 
plicated flow structures like plume; and thc~mals, apxl  ~roiir hounkir) I.I).Lx\. Turhulcnt-frcr 
convection o i  this type, especially Raylciph-BBnard convection, h:~s bcw studied cxtensivcly. 
Sec siggal for a recent review. 

The prcscnt worh contains two rnain parts. One is llie dcvelopmciit o f  :I nc\v ~riodel lor 
"car-wall dynamics o l  turlmlent convection over heated urfircc. ?'hc scco~ld i \  :in c~pcrinicn~al 
study of h e  heat-transfer coefiicient and near-wall tlow slrllcturc uilder d i i i i~ re~~t  ci~od~tiooa 
From earlier studies. ~t i~ clear that no sat~sfactnry model has hew pri~l)<hCd Ihr the near- 
wall tlow w~lcture in turbulent convectio~i over a heated surk~cc XI mdcr ;~ tc  Kli. I-iow;~rd's 
theory2 is for intermiltelit el-uption of thernlals wh~cli, houcvcr. is 1101 often obwved In 
cxpe~iments. Various powel lewa, based 1111 mixing Icngth ~rgumcnh.  Ir;i\c hceu pruposed 
for variat~on with distance in the vicinity of lhc wall of mwn tcmpemture and tempsr>iturc 
fluctuations?,' These theories, however. haven't found cxpcrimcntnl vcrilicatic~n (we  Ibr cn- 
ample Somerscales and ~azda ' ) .  We propose a rnodcl for the nc:~r-wall structure using which 
we ohlam ~emlts  for plume spacing, distrrbution of mean tcmpcr:lture, rm\ t'luctuations ol 
temperature and of llorizontal and vertical components of velocity. The regions \vc are consid- 
ering are the conduct~on layer and the plume region (what is called by C'asrairig er ni%s 
the mixing zone). Tht: basic idea is that we modcl the turbulent flow near thc wall n\ an may 
of 'cohcrent structures'. The coherent structure we ~ecognize frwn cxpcrimcnts is the line 
plumc. 

The second pan of the work involves the study of planfonn structure of convection and 
heat-transfer rates under d~fferent conditions. Theve conditions correspond to Rayleigh-BCnard 
convection (RB) (bottom plate heated and top plate cooled), unsteady "on-penetrative convec- 
tion (UNP) (bottom place heated and top plate insulated) and unsteady, open convection (OC). 
where top fluid surtace is open to ambient. Also, another experiment was performed to study 
the effect of large-scale flow on heat transport and flow structure. In this experiment, an exler- 
nal circul~tion is imposcd or1 a heated sulfaace (LF). The basic idea is to have the extcr~~al  ~.ircu- 
lation simulate hge-scale flow in Rayleigh-Bbnard convection a( high Ra. The length scales 
are obtained through videographs and image analysis and compared with model predictions. h 
new method of normalizing heat-transfer rate is proposed so that a comparison can bc made of 
the heat-transfer .ferrates under different conditionr. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. A model/or lhe near-wull dynamics 

The model for the near-wall dynamics based on experimental evidence consists of laminar 
boundary layer and an a w  of steady, 2D lineplumes. The model reproduces the distributions 
of mean temperature, rms temperature fluctuations and rms vertical velocity fluctuations close 
to the wall, reasonably well. The dev~ations observed in the case of m s  horizontal velocity 
fluctuation is due to lage-scale flow present in the experiments which is not accounted for in 
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the present model. Thc 111odel predicls that the Rayleigh number based on plume spacing (Ac), 
Ra;.: = 52 ~ r - ' " ~ ;  the dependence on Prandtl number is thus weak. 

We summarize the following mean results from the experiments conducted with different con- 
figurations. 

The experments c o l ~ t i n ~ ~ e d  Lhal randomly moving line plumes are the dominant 
nicchanism of heat transport close to the wall. 

The LF (conveclion with an exlemal flow) experiments, done to mimic high Ra RB, 
clearly established that an imposed flow aligns the plumes in flow d~rection. Further, 
the flow reduces heat-transfer rate for a given temperature difference. 

Three types of planform structure were identified in the OC experiments, viz. cells, 
broken lines and aligned lines. At low fluxes. the cells resemble the type of planfom 
wc obtain in RB convection. At high fluxes we start gettlng broken lines and especially 
at low AR, we get aligned plu~nes, presumably. doe to a large-scale velocity generated 
inside the convection cell by lop-cvaporaling free surface. Thcsc aligned line plumes 
resemble the type of planform we obtain when an external flow is imposed on LF. The 
sidev~ews for OC at high floxe~ show inchned dye lines when AK is low suggesting 
again a large-scale flow is present. 

For the OC experiments the average plume spacing (A) nondimensionalized using the 

heat flux ~ a ; '  varies between 25 and 50 and that nondimensionalized uving the lem- 

perature difference lta;' varies between 40 and 90. At higher fluxes the plume spac- 

ings are close to model predictions. 

* In the UNP experiments, RU;? (representing the nondimcnsional heat-tmnsfer rate) 

is nearly conslant with chilnge in AR md Ra and - 0.13. This value of RO~? is ob- 

tained at Ru y 10" in RB. In the OC experiments. Ra;; lies between 0.1 and 0.2, and 

shows dependence on Ra., and AR. In Lhe OC experimcnls, the ratio of lop heat flux to 
bottom heat flux depends on aspect ratio and the effect of these two parameters cannot 
he dellineated. 

In the above experiments, we obseme for a given heat ilux. an increase in file value of 
AT with decreasing aspect ratio, similar to an increase in the value of AT obtained 
when an external flow is imposed. 

3. Conclusions 

A model has been proposcd for the ncar-wall dynamm of turbulent-free conveihon over hon- 
zontal aurlaces The model agrees reasonably well w ~ t h  the experimental results In the Iltera- 
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ture. Experimental results show three types of planfolm structure on a heated horizontal sur- 
face. The-heat transfer results indicate the Influence of large-scale flow as heat-transfer rate 
reduces for the same temperature difference when large-scale flow is present. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph: D.) 

Evolution and instability of unsteady boundary layers with reverse flow by Debopam Das 
Research supervisor: Profs J. H. Arakeri and V. H. Arakeri 
Department: Mechanical Engineering 

1. Introduction 

This work deals with the evolution and instability of wall-bounded unsteady velocity profiles 
with reverse flow. Such flows occur, for example, during unsteady boundary-layer separation 
and in oscillating pipe flow. The work is divided into two main paas. Part I deals with 
unidirectional flows--the main focus is on the instability of the inflectional velocity profiles 
which are changing with time. A new analytical solution is obtained for unsteady unidirec- 
tional flow when the time-dependent volume flow rate is prescribed. In part II, the evolution of 
the inflectional velocity profiles are investigated when the profiles change both in space and 
time. 

We have developed a novel experimental technique to study unsteady velocity profiles with 
reverse flow. The principle of these experiments is illusmated below. We generated motion in a 
long pipe with a piston. The piston accelerates from zero velocity to Up for time, 0 < t < to, 
maintains constant velocity for 20 < t < t , ,  decelerates to zero velocity for t ,  < t < t2. and is sta- 
tionary for t > t ~ .  These velocity profiles are unsteady and have inflection point, hence become 
unstable at relatively low Reynolds numbers. The instability and evolution of such flows is the 
main focus of this study. These experimental results are simpler to analyse because there is no 
streamwise variation of the pressure gradient and no residual effects from previous cycles. This 
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helps in understanding the mechanism of initial development of the flow through the analysis 
of linear stability characteristics of the velocity profiles. 

In the second part, we study experimentally the evolution of unsteady flow when both tem- 
poral and spatial variation of the pressure gradient is present. To include the axial variation of 
the pressure gradient the cross section in the channel is varied with distance by modifying one 
wall of the channel. We have studied the flow past a c w e d  surface in a channel with four dif- 
ferent geometries: three diffusers having different lengths and curvatures, and a 2D rectangular 
step. 

2. Experimental 

The experimental arrangement is a closed loop, clamped to a wooden board. Glass pipes of 
2.56-cm diameter and 145-cm long form two legs of the loop. They are connected with PVC 
pipes at either end. Pipe 1 contains a piston while pipe 2 contains the test section. One end of 
the piston is connected through an inextensible string to a stepper motor; the other end is si- 
multaneously connected to a ten-turn 1 kR potentiometer. The pulley fixed to the potentiome- 
ter shaft has 3-cm diameter and has a spiral groove cut on the surface on which the string sits. 
The output signal from the potentiometer is stored in an oscilloscope and is subsequently used 
to get piston velocity as a function of time. The light from a light-emitting diode, connected 
with the stepper-motor controller and kept below the test section, is recorded by a video cam- 
era simultaneously with the flow structure. This signal gives the time of starting of the motor 
and the time when the motor is switched off. In all cases, the distance of the piston travel was 
such that disturbances from the bends did not convect to the test section during the time of the 
experiment. Dye and particle visualization techniques have been used in the present study. Hot 
wire measurements obtained using a constant temperature anemometer (Dantec 56C01 CTA 
with 561217 CTA bridge) were mainly used to get the transition-to-turbulence times. A few 
experiments have been camed out in a channel with rectangular cross section. The principle of 
these experiments are same as that in the pipe. 

In part 11, one wall of the channel was modified to obtain the streamwise variation of the 
pressure gradient (i.e. pressure gradient is both function of streamwise distance, x and time, t). 
As in part I experiments, the piston motion consists of acceleration, constant velocity and de- 
celeration to rest phases. 

The two parameters that can be varied in our experiment are the Reynolds number 
and boundary-layer thickness, 6,. Reynolds number (Rea,) based on 6, and the centerline ve- 
locity at t ,  (u,,,~) ranges from 250 to 3,000 and the range of SdR and 6IH is between 0.1 and 
0.91. 

3. Results and discussion 

In the pipe, we observe from flow visualization that the flow becomes unstable with the fonna- 
tion of what appears to be a helical vortex. In channel, we have observed two-dimensional 
Kelvin-Helmholtz-type vortices. From our flow visualization studies we note the following 
main observations: 
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i) lnstahility ot the inflectional pomt profiles, a?, in thc c u e  o!' Kelvin-1-Ielmholtz 
instability, results in the Cormatio~~ of a series 01' vortices. I n  thc ci~scs we have 
studied, the critical Resi below which the tlow does not hecome u~~stahlc is about 
500. 

ii) Neadp periodic arrays of vortices appcar in both top 2nd bottom half of the pipc (and 
channel) as the instability develops. 

iii) For Re8, sinaller than a critical value, (-. 1200) the vortices do not breakdown to tur- 
bulence. When they do breakdown the transition is very nipid. 

LV) When voaices a e  formed away from the wall they grow with time and miwe towards 
the centre of the pipe. There is strong interaction betwcen the vorticcs which rcsults in 
distortion and the final breakdown to turbulence. 

v) Secondary vortices are observed a1 higher Real. Sometimes, primary and s e c u n d q  
vortices form a pair take the shapc of a mushroom ant1 move rxpidly towards the cen- 
tre. In some cases, the vortices turn in the direction of Lhc tlow at tlic ccntrc and l'orni 
a single vortex before breakdown. 

vi) Coalescence bctween the two primary vortices a1 the same wall and sonretinle be- 
tween vorrices of the opposite wall has been observed. 

We have experimentally observed instability results in vortex formdlion and its breakdown 
makes the flow turbulent. Keeping in mind [hat our aim is to understand the evolution of the 
reverse-flow-type velocity profiles, we measwe the times when the wave appears. when vortex 
forms, and when tranrition occurs and the wavelength when the wave appears. The wavelength 

- - 
of the instab~lity ~ 3 6 ,  where 6 is h e  average boundqf-layer thickness, the avcragc being 
takcn over time the flow is unstable. The time offormation of the vortices scales with the aver- - 
age convection time scale and is 2 33/((A11/ 6) .  where AIL = !u ,,,,, - u ,,,,) and 14 ,,,,,,, u ,,,,, and 6 
are the n~axin~um velocity, minimum velocity and boundary-layer thickness, respectively, at - 
each instant of time. The time to transition to turbulence is, 39/(Au i 6) .  Quasi-smdy linear 
stability analysis of the velocity profiles bring out two important results. First, thc stability 
characteristics of velocity profiles with reverse flow near the wall collapse when scaled with 
the above variables. Second, the wave number corresponding to maximum growth does not 
change much during instability even though the velocity profile does change substantially. Us- 
ing the results from the experiments and the stability analysis, we are able to explain many 
aspects of transition in oscillating pipe flow. 

We conducted some preliminary experiments tu understand the initiation of unsteady 
boundary-layer separations. As in the straight pipe and channel experiments, the unsteady pis- 
ton motion provided temporal change in pressure gradient, but, in addition, the spatial change 
was introduced by having a cross-sectional area change. The classical unsteady sepal-alion 
process was observed in the case of flow in the rapidly changing cross section-clliptically 
indented channel. A reverse flow region appears near the leading edge which grows into a sin- 
gle vortex. The subsequent evolution of the flow, i.e. the formation of secondary vortices, etc. 
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and their interaction(s), depends on the Reynolds number, geometry and piston deceleration 
history. A nurnher of  different interactions have heen observed in our experiments. 

It appears that the inskbility of the inflectional point profiles wlth reverse flow resulta in 
the formation of thc vortex. In the few cases we have studied the Lime of formation of the vor- 

tlces is - 3 5 / ( a ) .  More experiments are needed to confirm this relation. 

4. Conclusions 

The simple trapemiddl piston motion allows us to study the instability and transition ol' un- 

steady i~~ilectiona! pomt profilea. The time of voltex formation is approximately 33 E, the 

tranuilion time is - 39 S/au and lhe wavelznglh of the instability is -3 fi. At low Reynolds 

numbers (Resl  < 500) instability is not ohserved and transition to tuuhulence is observcd only 
for Re,$, 2 1200. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Extrusion processing ofaluminium-lithium alloy 1441 by G. Chandramohan 
Rescarch supervisor: Prof. E. S. Dwarakadasa 
Department: Metallurgy 

1. Introduction 

The efficiency and performance of aircraft structures would gieatly benefit from the use of 
lighter materials. The addition of lithium lo aluminium gives the greatest reduct~on in density 
and increase in elastic modulus of any alloying elemcnts and AI-Li-X system has recently 
been the subjcct of intensive studies. Alloys developed for. commercial exploitation ~ncludr 
AA 8090 and 2090. I11 these alloys, a 10% lower density with 10% higher elastic modulus 
scem? to he possible which can bring about a 30% weight reduction in aircrafl. But the ductil- 
ity and fracture toughness of these alloys is low. In the recent past, Al-U alloy 1441 having 
better ductility and fracture toughness has been developed at the expense of some strength by 
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the former Soviet Union. The properties of these alloys are known to much lesser extent. This 
alloy has therefore been chosen for the present study. 

The cnnent industry assessment is that for a large modem transpon aircraft the extrusion 
product form may be as high as 28 wt% of the total product form. Thus, a study in detail on the 
extrusion processing of this alloy is necessary. 

The objectives of the present investigation are to find out the optin~um processing condi- 
tions for extruding AI-Li alloy 1441 and to study the effects of extrusion processing variables 
such as extrusion temperature, ram speed, reduction ratio and die design on the mechanical 
properties of extrudedlextruded and heat-treated A1-Li alloy 1441. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Processing 

The alloy was prepared using a well-established ingot melallurgy technique.' Cast ingots were 
homogenized at 530°C for 30 h. They were then scalped to 75-mm diameter and 200-mm 
length for extrusion processing. Extrusions were camed out at various combinations of proc- 
essing parameters using a 5-MN hydraulic press available at the National Physical Laboratory, 
New Delhi. Extrudates were heat-treated to various aging conditions. 

2.2. Experimental techniques 

Mechanical tests were canied out using a servo hydraulic testing machine. An Olympus micro- 
scope was used for microstructural examination of extrudates. Fracture surfaces were exam- 
ined using a scanning electron microscope. TEM studies were canied out to determine the 
subgrain size and precipitates present at the grain boundary and in the matrix. 

3. Results and discussion 

3 . 1 .  Hot-compression testing 

n order to understand the behaviour in extrusion, hot deformation characteristics of alloy 1441 
were studied. Hot-compression tests were canied out on homogenized samples at several tem- 
)eratures and strain rates to plot deformation mechanism maps from which safe zones for proc- 
.sing were determined and constitutive equations established. 

The specimen deformed at 350°C and 10 8' shows instability in the form of grain bound- 
rp  cracks whereas a specimen deformed a1 500°C and 0.01 s-' shows fully recrystallized 
tmcture. The presence of Tz phase at the grain boundaries may be the cause for grain- 
oundary crack when deformation is carried out at 350°C. It is reported2 that when annealing 
carried out at 350% Tz phase is formed in A1-Li alloys having Cu : Mg ratio of 1.7. A more 

litable constitutive equation for a wide range of strain rates is given as E exp(Q1Rn = 
[sinh(olo)Jn. The hot-working constants A, a, n, Q, were determined using the minimization 
chnique developed by Sheppard and wright3 Stress exponent of 4.1 and activation energy of 
19 Wmole implies the mechanism of deformation to be dislocation climb. The constitutive 
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equation developed for this alloy is t. exp (149000RT) = e243 [sinh(0.025*0)]~' and is usable 
in modeling of hot deformation processes. 

3.2. Properties of extrudates 

In general, extrusions produced microstructures which varied over the cross section; the layer 
immediately adjacent to the surface was fully recrystallized and the mid-radius location was 
partially recrystallized while the core structure remained essentially unrecrystallized. Recrys- 
tallizatiou increased with increasing temperature, extrusion ratio and ram speed. The variation 
in microstructure from the centre to surface is due to different strains and temperatures existing 
over the cross section during extrusion. The surface of the material experienced high strain 
during deformation resulting in recrystallized structure. Temperature of the surface is also 
higher due to high frictional forces encountered. The combined effect of higher strain and 
lower temperature on the subgrain morphology was also noted. 

It is observed that higher initial billet temperature results in higher UTS and 0.2% PS. It is 
observed that the properties are the highest for extrusion ratio of 36:l when extruded at 500°C. 
Extrudates produced at lower temperatures might have contained previously documented Al- 
Cu-Li-Mg-based T2 particles.4.' In the present study also, the minimum proof stress and UTS 
were obtained for extrusions carried out at a temperature of 350°C and extrusion ratio of 16:l 
where solutionising would not have taken place. Increase in UTS and PS with increasing tem- 
perature and extrusion ratio is due to solutionising effect, since increased thermal energy or 
conversion of work into heat during the process (for higher extrusion ratios) produces greater 
solutionising effect. 

It is reported that streamlined dies facilitate the use of small exmsion ratios in producing 
uniform microstructures across the cross section without causing defects commonly associated 
with shear dies6 However, in the present study, it was found that microstructures at centre and 
surface were different when streamlined die was used. The frictional forces were higher due to 
larger contact area at the billet-die interface when streamlined die was used. As the tempera- 
ture difference increases from surface to core, microstructure also changes from surface to 
core. Incipient melting was also observed on the surfaces of extrudates produced using stream- 
lined die due to large amount of frictional heat evolved. Extrusion pressure required for 
streamlined die was 1.8 times that of shear die. 

It is seen from SEM fractographs that planar slip and grain-boundary cracks were the main 
features of fractured surfaces. The fracture surface of extrudate processed at low temperature 
and low extrusion ratio has more dimples, as 8' precipitates were not present in the extrudates. 
Planar slip and grain-boundary failure were seen for extrusion carried out at high extrusion 
ratio and high temperature. 

Tensile properties of 1441 are compared with 8090 alloy processed under the same exm-  
sion conditions (Table I). 

As Li is less and Cu is more, more S' and less 6' are formed in 1441 alloy. As large number 
of S' precipitates disperse the slip,7 planar slip is reduced in 1441 alloy which is reflected in 
fractographs and elongation values. 
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Table I 
Tensile properties of 8090 and 1441 alloys 

Alloy UTS 0.2% PS % elonga- Seas-lntenmly 
(Mpa) (Mpa) tlon tactor [Mpa ma') 

8090 440 372 5 1 9 2 
1441 419 343 11.0 15.9 

3.3. Properties of heat-freated extrudates 

The influence of extrusion process parameters on extrudates after heat treatment was studied to 
select the optimum extrusion process parameters for heat-treated extrudates. Optical micros- 
copy revealed that some degree of grain growth had occurred during the solutionising treat- 
ment at the surface, but the core reniained unrecrystallized. In the peak aged condition, well- 
developed F' particles and hull's eye structure (S' on A1& particles) were observed. Homoge- 
neous distxihution of S' and T,  precipitates was also ohsemed in TEM micrographs. The pre- 
cipitation of S' was uniform due to higher (Cu + Mg) content in this alloy. 

The tensile tests revealed that mechanical properties are influenced by extrusion process 
parameters and precipitation reactions. Increase of tensile properties due to aging was 
higher for low-temperature extrudates compared to high-temperature extrudates due to natural 
aging effects for the extrudates produced at high initial billet temperature. The ductility of 
this material decreased with respect to aging time. With aging, the number density or 
coarse copper-rich Tz precipitates and PFZ (precipitate-free zone) adjacent to the grain bounda- 
ries. 

All aged materials have shown the same overall fracture behavior which is one of increas- 
ing intergranular boundary failure with increasing aging time. Dimples were observed in the 
under-aged samples since precipitation had just started in these samples. Intergranular bound- 
ary failure observed in the over-aged sample was due to the presence of F' and soft PFZ at the 
grain bound&es. 

It was observed that SRS (strain-rate sensitivity) was negative for solutionised, under- and 
peak-aged samples and it was positive only for the over-aged samples. Compression tests were 
conducted on aged san~ples at temperatures of 180,200,220 and 300°C. It was found that flow 
stress decreased with increase in strain rate up to a temperature of 200°C, but at 2209C, flow 
stress increased with increase in strain rate. SRS was positive above 220CC since dissolution of 
6' precipitates takes place at 220°C.8 These results indicated that F' is primarily responsible for 
serrations in A 1 4  alloy 1441. 

4. Conclusions 

The best properties are obtained for extrusions carried out at a temperature of 500°C and an 
extrusion ratio of 36:l where both the solutionising effect and the recrystallization effect seem 
to be optimized. 

Streamlined die design was not effective in decreasing the extrusion pressure. In fact, it was 
not possible to ext~ude the alloy at all. 
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Precipilution cvcnts intloence the mechanical properties of heat-treatcd cxtrudates 

1441 alloy has bcttcr ductility and fracturc toughness compared tc 8090 alloy. 

The occurrence of serrations in the stress-strain curve is due to the presence of fine 
&'(Al?Li) precipitales. 

Result\ have bcen used to suggcst the most optimum extrusion working parameters for the 
AI-Li alloy 1441 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Development of liquid-phase co-spray forming and its application lo AISI-PB alloys by 
Yu Fnxiao 
Research supen'lsors: Profs E. S. Dwarakddasa and S. Rangmathan 
Department: Metallurgy 

1. Introduction 

Spray forming is a process that colnbi~les atomisation and deposition. Du~ing the atomisation 
slage, a suean1 oi  molten metal is disintegrated into a fine dispersion of droplets using high- 
energy inert gas. The resultant distribution of droplets of various sizes and thermal histolies is 
directed by the atomising gas towards a substrate, where it impacts and builds up into a deposit 
of predetcrlnined shape. The distinct ieatures of the spray-formed products are the fine equi- 
axed stmcture and low segregation level. Extended solid solubility o F  alloy elements in some 
alloys may take 

The objective of the present work is thc development and understanding of a new tech- 
nique, namely, liquid-phase co-spray forming (LPCSF). The selection of Al-Si-Pb alloys for 
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FIG. I Schemauc of liquid-phase co-spray formin$ (LPCSR. 

this study was based not only on the fact that Al-Si-Pb alloys are potentially good plain- 
bearing materials but also because they are difficult to produce by other solidification proc- 
esses. 

It was found necessary to investigate the microstructural evolution during spray forming 
because LPCSF was developed based on the principles of spray forming. This consideration 
came from the fact that the solid~fication nature (rapid or slow) of spray forming and the 
mechanisms governing the microstructural evolution are still a matter of debate.' For this pur- 
pose, a near-eutectic M-Si alloy (LM6) was spray formed under various conditions. 

LPCSF process was used to fabricate Al-Si-Pb alloys with nominal compositions of 
M11.5Si-15Pb and Al8Si-lOPb, respectively, at relatively low pouring temperatures. The al- 
loys thus formed were then given a secondary processing (hot extrusion) to minimise porosity 
and investigate the microsuucture evolution during hot extrusion. Following hot extrusion. 
room-temperature tensile tests were conducted on the extruded rods. 

2. Liquid-phase co-spray forming 

Figure I shows the schematic representation of liquid-phase co-spray forming. It differs from 
spray forming in the use of two crucibles that separate the liquid phases before atomisation. 
The temperatures of the two liquid metals may be mamtained individually or kept the same 
before atomisation according to the specific system or other considerations. Upon pouring, 
the two liquid phases flow down through the metal delivery tubes and meet at the tip of the 
atomiser exit. The composition of the preform to be produced depends on the deposit rate ratio 
of the different liquid phases which in turn depends on the ratio of the flow rates of the two 
liquids at the atomiser exit. The term liquid-phase co-spray fonning is given to this technique 
to emphasise the difference between the LPCSF process and atomisation and co-deposition 
process that is generally employed to produce metal matrix composites (MMCs). 
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Table I 
Experimental conditions ill Spray forming 

Erpl Gn? Plcswre Metal l l oa  Suhilrdtc Dlsrance (cmi blelt remp. (K) Other7 
nos (MPdl iatc ( d s j  

I Ni I 2  30 Stsei 32 1003 
7 X2 1.2 35 Copper 32 1003 
3 N2 1 2 35 Cmwr 3? 1 0 3  

3. Experin~ental work 

3.1. Sprayfi~rining a i d  liquid-pltasr co-.?pruj forming 

The atomizer employed In this work ib of an annular confined type. A resistance furnace is on 
the top of spray forming chamber where spray forming is performed. During the melting o f  ;he 
alloy, rhe tcmpcrnture of thc alloy in the crucible is continuously monitored by an alumel- 
chrome1 thermocouple. A siarionary :substrate i? placed below the atomizer at a fixed distance. 
The pressure of the inerr gas uied for atomization is controlled b) a gas regulator. 

By spray fortnin:l LM6 alloy (wt%, Si, 11.47, Fe, 0.37, Cu, 0.19, Mg. 0.18. A1 hal.). three 
experimentb were conducted in the ambient air under different conditions. Three bell-shaped 
preforms with heights of about 40 nim from botrom to top were obtained (Table Ij. The over- 
sprayed powders produced in each experiment were collected for the micro?tructure and su r -  
face morphology studies. 

By liquid-phase co-spmy forming A11 1.5Si-15Pb and Al8Si-lOPb, two experiments were 
performed in the open air. T u o  bell-shaped prefoims of height of about 60 mm along the cen- 
tral axis were obtained. The A-Si alloys used in two experiments are LM6 and a diluted LM6 
alloy (wt%, Si, 8.05, Fe, 0.24, Cu, 0.18, Mg, 0.14, A1 bal.), respectively. Commercial-purity Pb 
was used. In each experiment, the AI-Si alloy and Pb were charged in the outer and inner Cru- 
cible (Fig. 1 and Table 11, respectively). The over sprayed powders were collected for micro- 
structure and surface morphology studies. 

3.2. Extrusion and I-ooin-temperature tensile rest 

Two cylindrical billets of size of 45-mm diameterx 50-mm length machined from the LPCF 
formed preforms were hot extruded in a CBJ-250-ton hydraulic press with a die container di- 
ameter Of 50 mm at 573 K. The billet obtained from the first experiment was extruded into a 
60-mm-diameter cylindrical rod under an extrusion ratio of 9.8. The billet obtained from the 
second experiment was extruded into a rod of diameter 12 mm corresponding to an extrusion 
ratio of 17.4. 

Tensile specimens corresponding to ASTM (E-8) standard were machined from the ex- 
truded rods. The tests were conducted at room temperature using a Servo hydraulic rest ma- 
chine (Instron model 8502) at an initial strain rate of 5 x lo1. From the engineeling stress- 
Strain Curves recorded, 0.2% proof yield stress, ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and elongation 
(4) to fracture were measured. Based on the true stress-strain curves, plotted corresponding 
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Table Il 
Experimental conditions in LPCS 

Expr Gas Pressure Sum of mcrd Substrate Disrmcu (cm) Melt temp (KI 
no (MPa) flow rates lg l s )  

1 N2 1.6 75 Copper 50 1003 
2 N2 1 6  75 Coppci 50 1123 

to engineering stress-strain curves. work-hardening rates %ere calculaled via true srain and 
plotted. 

3.3. Liicrostruct~~ral characterisation 

Microst~ctures of preforms of oversprayed powders were mdied both by optical and scan- 
ning electronic microscopy ISEM) following standard metallographic procedures in different 
locations and under different conditions. 

4. Result and discussion 

A microsuucture consisting of equiaxed A1 grains with equiaved Si particles located on the 
grain bomdaries was observed in the central regions of all the spray-formed preforms (Fig. 2). 
This microstructure differs from that of oversprayed powders where only fine cells andior den- 
drites of pnmaq A1 plus interdendritic eutectic are shown. This microstructure also shows no 
simlarity to the m~crostructure of the A1-Si al loy generated by any othcr solidification 
method.'-s Ths  indicates that the mechanisms gmeming the formation of equiaxed micro- 
structure during spray forming are unique. Thus, solidification during deposition starts from a 
semi-solid state leads to the question of the essential difference between deposition and other 
semi-solid processes such as liquid-phase sinrering and stircasting. This difference is brought 
out by the fact that during deposition the impact of full liquid droplers results in a relative sol- 
ute-poor liquld film surrounding the solidified dendirtic blocks, uhile during other semi-qolid 
processing the liquid is more or less in equilibrium with solid. The net effects of tkis solute- 
poor liquid film are retardation of grain boundary migration and reduction of overall solute 
segregation. It is clear that during deposition the cooling rate experienced by the deposit was 
IOU:; otherwise, rhe microstructure should show the microstructure produced by atomisation as 
well as the rapid11 solidified microstructure of the liquid films. 

Comparison of the microstructures m the bottom regions of preforms spray formed in the 
second and their experiments revealed that the substrate-dominant cooling as defined by 
Suresh and Doherty6 may not he a sufficient condition leading to the fine structure usually ob- 
served in the spraq formed preforms. 

The microstmcturzs in the LPCSFformed prefoms are, if the presence of Pb particles is 
not taken into account, similar to that in the spray-formed preforms, in spite of Si concentra- 
tion. This means that LPCSF and spray forming share the same principles. In the equiaxed re- 
gion of the preforms, most of the Ph panicles were found distributed uniformly on the A1 grain 
boundaries along Si particles, while lesser quantity of Pb particles locate in the interiors of A1 
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grain. In the hottotn regions, Pb particles are generally more irregular in shape and less uni- 
formly distributed among the pre-droplet boundaries. Some fine Pb particles were found within 
these boundaries. The lead distribution in the equiaxed region of alloy A111.jSi-15Pb is 
shown in Fig. 3. Lead distribution in the equiaxed region of the preforms suggests a strong 
liquid convection exisled on the top surface of deposit during deposition stage. The equiaxed 
microstruciulre in the A1Si-Pb alloys during LPCSF is believed to he a result of the following 
sequences. (i) Impingement of the droplet/powders experiencing various solidification con&- 
tions I-esulted in semi-solid slurry consisting mainly of A 1 4  dendritic blocks surrounded by 
thin liquid films on the deposit surface. (ii) All lead in the slurry was in liquid state because the 
temperature of the deposit was much higher than the melting point of lead. The vigorous con- 
vection resulted in most of the liquid lead getting uniformly distributed in the liquid A l S i  
alloy films. (iii) With A 1 4  dendritic blocks growing, coarsening and liquid Al-Si alloy so- 
lidifying, the liquid lead particles were coalesced and pushed to the regions that finally formed 
grain boundaries. (iv) The Ph particles initially trapped in the solid powders and between the 
solid structure within semi-solid droplets were left in the A1 grain interiors. 

Hot extrusion greatly reduces the grain size as well as porosity level of the preforms. But 
the microstructure is not uniform along the radial direction of the extruded rods due mainly to 
nonuniform dcfonnation. The room-temperature tensile tests of the extruded Al-Si-Pb alloys 
show that they possess improved strengths and ductility compared to those fabricated by stir 
casting. The improvement in properties was attributed to the fine Si and Pb particle distribution 
in the nondendritic At matrix generated by LPCSF. The work-hardening rates of the test Al- 
Si-Pb alloys were found to be an order of magnitude lower than that of A l S i  alloys. The low 
work-hardening behavior due to the presence of lead particles prevents necking of the speci- 
mens. From SEM observation of the fracture surfaces, it was found that Pb particles act as void 
nucleation sites during test. The final failure is caused by the maximum shear stress lying in a 
plane oriented at 4 j0  to the tensile axis by tearing off the thin links between the voids. Pb con- 
centration was found to be a decisive factor controlling room-temperature tensile properties in 
these two leaded A1-Si alloys. 

FIG 2. Optical mmogragh showing exqiaxed structure 
in spray-formed LM6 alloy. 

FIG. 3. SEM m~crograph showing Pb alloy distnbutian 
in equiaxed region. 
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5. Conclusions 

( I )  Liquid-phasc co-spray fornxng (LPCSF) has been succe~ful ly employed to fabricate Al- 
ST-Pb alloys at low pouring temperature. The finc equiaxed gram structure w~th  uniform dis- 
tribution of both fine Si and Pb paticles in the matrix can bc obtained hy this technique. The 
alloys thus fonncd in the hot extruded condition possess improved room-tcmpel-aturc tensile 
property. Pb particles contribute to the low work-hardening behavior of this matcrial and to 
void nucleation leading to fracture. 

(2) LPCSF process shares thc same princ~ples with spray rorming. The mechanisms respon- 
siblc to microstructure formation in LPCSF process were undcrstood based on the study of 
n~icrosmctural evolution during spray formlng. It was found that the fundamental difference 
betweell <pray forming and other semi-sold proccssing is on the solute concentration or the 
liquid films among the solid grains or dendritic blocka. It is this factor which results in fine 
equiaxed grain structure and low-solute segregation level. 

(3) LPCSF process may be further applied to generate other difiicult-to-make alloys or 
composites of new microsmcture. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Fuzzg multiobjectivt: models for water quality management of river systems by K. Sasi- 
kumx 
Research supervisor: Prof P. P. Mujurndar 
Depatment: Civil Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Fuzzy multiobjective optmisation models are developed in thc present study for water-quality 
management of river systems. Multiobjective models play a key role in amving at best com- 
promise solutions acceptable to both the pollut~on-control agency responsible for maintaining 
water quality of the river system md the dischargers disposing the pollutants into the river sys- 
tem. In general, the aspirations and interests of the pollution-control agzncy and dischargers 
are in conflict. Fuzzy decision making has been used as an effective tool for incorporating con- 
flicting objectives in various management models for suggesting best compromise solution?.'" 
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An attempt is mnde in this work to apply the concepts of fuzzy decision and fuzzy probability 
lor developing multiobjective n~odels for water-quality management of river systems. Three 
models, namely, fuzzy deterministic model, fuzzy probabil~ty model, and fuzzy seasonal model 
are developed in this sludy. 

2. Model overview 

Fuzzy deterministic n~odel addresses the water-quality management of a river system in a de. 
tenniniht~ fi.nmewot-k. The rnodel incorporates the conflicting objectives of the pollution- 
conirol agency and dischargers In the system. The vagueness associatcd with the setling up of 
the water-quality critcria. aud the aspirations of the pollution-control agency and dischargers 
we quantified using f u z q  goals with appropriate niembership functions. The membership 
functions of the fuzzy goals are viewed as functions representing the variation of satisfaction 
levels with regard lo the attalnmeut of their respective goals. Two fonnulations, namely, the 
MAX-MIN and MAX-HAS formulations, are proposed for the fuzzy deterministic modcl. The 
MAX-MIN fomllllation maximizes the minlmum satisiaction level in the system. 'The MU-BIAS 

formulation rnaxiinizes a bias measure giving a solution that favours the dischargers. A salient 
feature of the model is the eliminalion of waste-treatment cost curves in the formulation. The 
model provides flexibility for the poilution-control agency and dischargers to specify their as- 
piration? independently. 

The fuzzy probability model addresses the uncertainty in a water-quality system in a fuzzy 
probability framework. Modelling of the uncertainty in a water-quality system may he made 
more versatile by incorporating vagueness together with randorrums present in the syslcm. 
The success of such a modelling effort lies in proper identification, description, and quantifica- 
tion of the events thlrt are vaguely defined. Uncertainties due to both vagueness and random- 
ness coexist in 3 river system. The occurrence of the event of low water quality is treated as a 
fuzzy event. The randoumess associated with the water-quality index is then linked to this 
fuzzy event using the concept of probability of a fuzzy event. This linlung essentially defmes 
the risk o l  low water quality. In most of the existing water-quality management models, the 
risk level for violation of a water-quality standard is constrained by a pre-asaigned value 
through a chance constrainl. Instead of this, a range of nsk levels is specified by considering a 
fuzzy set of low risk. Thus, two levels of uncertainty, one associuted with low water quality 
'and the other with low risk, are quantified and incorporated in the management model. 

The fuzzy seasonal model takes into account the seasonal variat~ons of river flow to specify 
the seasonal fraction removal levels for the pollutants. The seasonal vuriatious in river flow 
cause varying assimilative capacities in the rivcr system. For a river system with seasonal , 
vaiatiom in river flow, d~fferent seasons are identified with a finite number of discrete water- 
quality states in each season. The seasonal variation or river flow is considered as a discrete- 
state stochastic process and is modelled as a first-order Markov chain. From the Markov chain 
model, the steady-state probability distributions of the water-qualit). states in all the seasons are 
computed. Fuzzy sets of low water quality are considered in each season. The membership 
functions of these fuzzy sets represent the degree of low water quality associated with the dis- 
crete states of water quality in a season. The fuzzy risk of low water quality in a season at a 
check point in the river system is expressed in terms of the degree of low water quality and the 
steady-state probabilities. The fuzzy risk forms the basis for the memberrhip functions of the 
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fuzzy goals of the pollution-control agency. Considering thc fuzzy goals of the pollution- 
control agency and dischargers, and the crisp constraints, the water-qualily management prob- 
lem is formulated as a fuzzy optimisatinn model. The solution of the model gives the seasonal 
fraction removal levels for the pollutants. 

Applications of the three fuzzy multiobjective optimisation models are illuatrated with hy- 
pothetical river systems. Linear and nonlinear programming techniques are used to obtain op- 
timal solutions. 

3. Conclusions 

The cooperation between the pollution-control agency and dischargers. and the dischargers 
among themselves are made more realistic using the fuzzy multiobjective models. The models 
do not limit their applications to any particular pollutant or water-quality index in the river 
system. Given appropriate transfer functions for the spatial distribution of  the pollutants in a 
liver system, three fuzzy multiobjective models developed in this study may be used for water- 
quality management of the river system. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph. D.) 

Development of robust higher order transverse deformable elements for composite lami- 
nates by P. Rama Mohan 
Research supervisors: Profs T. S. Ramamurthy and B. Dattaguru 
Department: Aerospace Engineering 

1. Introduction 

Laminated composites are fast replacing the conventional materials in aerospace industry and 
are often subjected to severe environmental conditions during their service life. Laminated 
structures that are very thick andlor highly flexible against transverse shear deformation de- 
mand accurate prediction of through-thickness distribution of both inplane and transverse 
stresses to find the possible failure locations. Analysis of anti-symmetric laminates requires 
proper representation of coupling between stretching and bending. Lo-Christensen-Wu 
(LCW) higher-order theory1 provides a structural model, which has several advantages com- 
pared to classical or fust-order theories in analysing the laminated structures. It allows quad- 
ratic variation of transverse shear strains and linear variation of transverse normal strain across 
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the thicknes~. It requires c"-continuous descr~ption f o ~  the displacement co~rrponents in finite- 
element fonnulations and hence is best suited for developing gencral-pul-pose finlte-element 
packages. B e a u x  of thesc advanlages, thcre is a demand for developing error-Cree, 1- and 2D 
finite clenxxls hnscd on LCW higher-order theory. 

. In thc litel-nturc, no sysle~natic studies are made to identify the problems of locking, stress 
oscillations, ctc. in ihc case of co-continuous higher-order fimte-element fonnulations. In this 
work, differen1 ishues involved in finite-element formulations based on LCW higher-ordcr the- 
ory arc critically cs;~rnincd when npplicd to two classes of structural problem, i.e. constrained 
elahticity media p~oblems and sll-uclural problems with initial strains. 

2. Varialiunal formulations 

It has been recogniscd that minimum totnl potential principle (MTPP) is inadequate to resolve 
the mmy challenges faced by ~'?contintrous displacement-type linite-element formulation?. In 
this work, different vnriational formulations based on LCW higher-order theory are discussed 
for analysinp the laniinated structules under hygrothennal environments. Variational, correct- 
ness requirements itre ohrained in ;, genela1 sense using Hu-Washizu vat-iational principle2 
wh~ch are recluired lo rccoustitulc some or the straindsl~ess components in MTPP. 

3. Constrained m e d h  elasticity 

Shear flexihlc 2- and 3-noded higher-order bcam clernents, I- a11d 9-noded higher-order plate 
elements are considered under the clasc of constrained media problems in which the transverse 
shear strain is constrained in the thin limits. In the case of higher-order bcam elements, the 
discretized Carkaian transverse shcar strains are expanded in telms of Legendre polyno~nials,3 
the causc for the crrors of locking, delayed convergence and stress oscillations is located; con- 
sistent forms f o ~  discretired Lrnnsvcrse shear strains aae identified for both hncar and qnadratic 
elements. Variationally correct highcr-order beam elements are designed by reconstiluling the 
assuined transverse shear strain in the MTPP using field consislency and va-iational correct- 
ness requirements. 

111 the case of plate clemenls, it is difficult to identify spurious constraints by expanding 
lhe transverse shear strains explicitly in the Cartesian system. So, covarimt base approach 
is adapted for plate-element fa~mulations on certain principal lines, field inconsistencies which 
lead to spurious constraints in the penalty limits are idenlified: the consistent forms for co- 
varianl transverse shear strains are established. Variationally correct bilinear and hiqua- 
dratic higher-order rectangular plate elements are designed by reconstituting the covariant 
transverse shear strains in accordance with field consistency and variational correctness re- 
quirements. 

For a distorted element configuration, nonuniform mapping disturbs the consistency of 
tr-an\\crw ?hear strains in rhe Cartesian system. General quadrilateral 4- and 9-noded higher- 
order platc elements are designed by mapping the consistent covariant pseudo shear strains i 

from the 11ntura1 coordinate system to the Cartesian syslem in a consisteut manner. The method 
of nodal Jwobian transfonnationqs used for this purpose. These elements satisfy both field- 
and edge-consistency requirements and are therefore free of locking even when used in dis- 
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torted meshes. The robustness of field- and edge-consistent bilinear and hiquadratic higher- 
order plate elements is demonstrated using several benchmark tests. 

4. Structures with initial strains 

Structures subjected to hygro-thermal loads being the best example of structures with initial 
swains are considered under this topic. Because of the similarity in the analysis of structures 
under thermal and moisture loads, thermal stress analysis is chosen for examining different 
issues involved in the co-continuous higher-order finite-element formulations. 

A special beam element formulation is considered for analysing the problems associated 
with thermal stress analysis when the beam is subjected to varying temperatures along the mid- 
plane. It is found that conventional 2- and 3-noded higher-order beam elements suffer from 
both inaccurate displacement as well as inaccurate stress recovery unlike their first-order coun- 
terparts5 which suffered from poor stress recovery only. It is argued here that the errors in the 
conventional elements are due to conflicting participation of higher-order terms of initial strain 
and transverse total normal strain fields in energy computation. A priori error models are de- 
rived for the inconsistent 2- and 3-noded beam elements and are verified using benchmark 
tests. 

Consistent and variationally correct 2- and 3-noded beam elements arc designed by consis- 
tently reconstituting the transverse total normal and initial strain fields to the order of inplane 
total strain field in accordance with the orthogonality conditions. It is demonstrated analyti- 
cally and using finite-element method that consistent elements give variationally correct strain 
fields within the element domain exactly for all the problems. An interesting conflict between 
continuity and consistency requirements has been noticed in consistent element formulations. 

Again, analytical a pliori error models are delived for total strains in conventional finite- 
element formulations when temperature distribution across the thickness is not linear in nature 
and are verified using numerical examples. It is argued here that the errors in the original LCW 
model are due to conflicting participation of initial sttain field components in forming different 
energy components in MTPP. Original LCW higher-order model is modified by relieving the 
conflict in initial strain participation in energy formation so that it can provide a cubic through- 
thickness accuracy for the inplane total straidstress fields and a linear through-thickness accu- 
racy for transverse total normal strainlsteel field. A refined c'-continuous higher-order model 
is proposed so that it can give uniform cubic through-thickness accuracy for both inplane and 
transverse normal total straidstress components. The expected accuracy from the modified and 
refined models are a priori derived using simple variational techniques. 

5. Applications 

A general displacement-type finite-elemqnt procedure has been given for applications of 
higher-order plate elements to the static, bucMing and free vibration analysis of laminated 
composite plates under hygrothermal environments. Interlaminar stresses across the laminate 
thickness are predicted using layer-wise equilibrium equations. Different classes of stability 
problems-estimations of critical buckling applied loads, critical buckling temperature, critical 
buckling moisture concentration, effect of temperature and moisture concentration on the criti- 
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cal buckling applied loxJ-which are very useful in the design and analysis of laminated 
stn~cturcs arc ;~nalyscd. Natural frequencies of laminated anisotropic platcs are estirnated using 
consist~rit mass in:itrlccs. Results arc compared with experimental and 3D elasticity solutions. 
Some p;lramciric i~rflucnccs on the buckling strengrh and on the natural frequencies of rectan- 
gular laminnted pl:~tcs are critically examined. Robustness of field- and cdge-consistent bilin- 
ear and biqu:idr;ttic liighcr-order elements is demonstrated by solving a number of structural 
problcms with ~necb distortions. 

6. Conclusions 

Varrationally accurate c"-continuous finite elements based on LCW higher-order theory are 
developed uslng nssomed strain displaccrnent method for the analysis of laminated strnctnres 
under hygrothernul environ~ncnts. A nurnher of new paradig~ns-constrained field consis- 
tency, vari;~tionnl correctness, consistent mapping, edge consistency and unconstrained field 
consistency-are rcspccled in the fo~.mulations. Orihogonalrty conditions which are requiued 
f o ~  reconstituting the strain components in MTPP are obtained using Hu-Washizu valiational 
principle. 
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